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The main results of this paper are the representation of the generalized 
Legendre's functions PZ'·n(z) of KuiPERS-MEULENBELD by means of 
integrals which include a generalization of the Mehler-Dirichlet integral 
[1, pg 267 (127)]. The principal properties of P;:·n(z), which is one of the 
solutions of the differential equation: 
d2 w dw { m2 n2 } (1) (1-z2) dz2 - 2z dz + k(k+1)- 2(1-z)- 2(1+z) w=O, 
are found in [2], [3] and [ 4 ]. In order to obtain these integral representa-
tions it is necessary to extend a result of KuiPERS-MEULENBELD [5, (10)]. 
From [5, (7)] we have 
(2) 1 P;;'·n(z) = F(iX+ 1) (z+ 1)Hn-m) J' e-imu{z+ (z2-1)! cos u}~· 2nF(fJ+ 1)2m-n u,-2n 
· {z + 1 + (z2 -1 )! eiu}m-n du, 
where for the sake of brevity we write 
m+n m-n m-n m+n 
iX=k+ -2-· '{J=k- -2-, y=k+ -2-, b=k- -2-. 
In (2), u1=n+ix+i log (iz+1jljz-1j-!)1) where X is given by [5, 
Fig. 1]. This integral representation is valid for Re (z)>O, jarg (z-1)1 
<n, Re (fJ)> -1 and iX not a negative integer. 
From (2) we get: 
F(iX+ 1)(z+ 1)Hm-n) u, 
P;:·n(z)= 2nF(fJ+1)2m-n J e-imu{z+(z2-1)icosu}~· 
u1 -2n 
. { 1 + (:~ ~Yeiu r-n du 
(3) 
F(iX+ 1)(z+ 1)Hm-n) u, 
- J e-imu{z + (z2- 1 )! cos u !/3 • 
- 2nF(fJ+ 1)2m-n f 
'U]-2.11: 
"" (m n) (z 1)!1 2 l --=- eiul du. z~o z+ 1 
1) In [5], u1 is given incorrectly. 
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If Re (z) > 0, the series converges uniformly in u. Thus: 
P':!·n() = F(x+1){z+1)Hm-n) ~ (m-n) (z-1)!! j' e-iu(m-l). 
k z 2nF({3+1)2m n z=o l z+ 1 u,-2n 
·{z+(z2-1) cosu}ll du. 
Using (2) with m=n we find that 
pm.n(z) = F(x+ 1) (z+1)Hm-n). 
k 2m-n 
oo (m-n) (z-1)tz 1 
• 1~ l z+1 F(x-Z+1)P{/-z(z), 
(4) 
valid for Re (z) > 0, [arg (z-1)[ <n, Re ((3) > 1- and x not equal to an 
integer. For Re (z) > 0 the series converges uniformly in (3 in any bounded 
domain and by analytic continuation we may remove the restriction on (3. 
Also it is clear that (4) holds for x a positive integer. For x not a positive 
integer we get : 
(4') PJ:·n(z) = ~m~;;(<~-=; ~~ ( mln )(:~ ~r ( -1)lF{l-x)Pp-1(z). 
The formulas (4) and (4') are the desired extensions of [5, (10)] which 
had the condition that m be an integer. 
Proposition 1. If [arg (z-1)[<n and ,u=z+(z2-1)t, then 
(5) l 2n-1 (z+ 1)Hm-n>(z2-1)!m <~<+.<1/p)-) P':!·n(z) = - f k iF(!} cosnmF(t-m) {1-2zw+w2)m+! 
( ( 1-2zw+w2)) 
· F -x, n-m; t-m;- 2w(z+ 1) dw, 
w"' 
where the contour is such that [arg w[ <n. Also m*t+g, g=O, ± 1, ± 2, ... 
Proof. From [1, pg 241 (83)] we have: 
(6) 2m-1 F(1.m-l) <~<+.<lip)-) w"'-ldw pm- l(z) = ____ 2 ___ (z2 _ 1 )Hm-1) f ll 2ni F(t) (1- 2zw+w2)!+m-l' 
where z and the contour satisfy the conditions of the theorem. Suppose 
that Re (z)>O. If we put (6) into (4) we get: 
2n(z+ 1)Hm-n>(z2-1)tmF(x+ 1)T(m-n+ 1) 
Pr·n(z) = 2niF(t) · 
oo F(t+m-1)2-l(z+ 1)-1 <~<+.<llpl-l w"'-1 
• 1~0 F(l+ 1)F(m-n-l+ 1)F(x-Z+ 1) f (1- 2zw+w2)!+m-l dw. 
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If we use the relation T(z)T(1-z)=n/sin nz and assume that 
(7) 11 - 2zw + w
2 1 < 1 
2w(z+ l) 
for w on the contour, we obtain: 
(8) 
2n-l(z+ 1)Hm-n>(z2-1)tm <!'+.(1/,u)-) w"' 
Pi:·'~~(z) = iT(!) cosnmT(!-m) J (1-2zw+w2)Hm 
( ( l-2zw+w2)) 
· F -iX, n-m; !-m; - 2w(z+ 1) dw. 
If we are able to demonstrate that (7), and hence (8), holds for a single 
contour, then by Cauchy's theorem (8) will hold for any contour with 
JargwJ<n. 
If we let 
C=i ( w + ~) = f(w), 
then condition (7) becomes JC- zl < lz + 1J. In the C-plane this is the interior 
of the circle centered at z and passing through - 1, call it Ll. Also since 
Re (z)>O WB see that the point 1 is in Ll. Thus we can take a simple 
closed curve 0 about z and through 1 such that it lies entirely in Ll. If we 
let our contour in (8) be the two loops obtained from j-1(0) = {w: f(w) E 0} 
then (7) will be satisfied. Thus (5) holds for Re (z) > 0. This condition 
may removed by analytic continuation and the proof is complete. 
We specify the argument of (1- ,uw) and (1- (w/,u)) in the product 
(1-2zw+w2) as is done by HoBSON [1, pg 241]. Thus we let arg(1-w/,u) = 0 
for w at B (see Fig. 1) and arg(1-,uw)=0 for w at A. 
Further let ((w/,u)-1)=(1-(w(,u))e"'i and (w,u-1)=(1-,uw)e"'i. Also 
arg ,u=O when z> 1. 
Remark 1. For m=n we obtain formula [1, pg 241 (83)] which is 
a result due to HoBSON. 
Proposition 2. If m is a complex constant such that Re(!-m)>O 
and 0<0<n, then 
( 2)t (1 +cos O)t<m-n) . 8 cos ({3+1-)cp ff·'~~(cos 0) = - smm(:l J 2 • 
k n 2m-nT(i-m) 0 (cos <p- cos O)Hm 
(9) 
( . 1 . cos e -cos 97) 
. F -~X, n-m, 2-m, 1 +cos e d<p. 
Proof. The proof follows the lines used to establish the representation 
for P%' (cos ll) (cf [1, pg 266] or [6, pg 143]). We shall give the outline 
here and one can find the details in the references mentioned above. 




Fig. I. Fig. 2. 
We use a contour as shown in Figure 2. The arc from A to B is a portion 
of the unit circle with center at 0. 0 and 0' are small circles centered at 
ft and 1/t-t respectively. If we have Re (t-m)>O and let the radii of the 
circles 0 and 0' tend to zero, we see from (5) tliat the integrals over 0 
and 0' also tend to zero. Since 
(see [4, (4)]) we have, for the remainder of the contour, 
emni 2n-m-3/2 (cos()+ 1)Hm-n) 
P,:'·n(cos ()) = sinm0(1-e-(2m+l)ni) 
F(t)F(t:-:m) cos nm . 
0 (ei'P)il+! ( cose-cos()) F -C¥ n-m· 1-m· .. d J0 (coscp-cbs())m+t ' ' 2 ' 1+cos() cp. 
However, 1- e-(2m+l)ni = 2e-mni c.os nm. Thus 
pm.n(cos ()) = - · smm () J 2 • I (2)t2n-m(1+cos())t<m-n) .. 0 c.os(fJ+1)cp k n F(1 ~m) (cos m- cos ())m+t 10) 2 0 ' 
( . 1 . cos():-: cos cp) 
. F -eX, n-m, 2-m, 1 +cos() dcp, 
which is the desired result. One must also note that (10) holds for t-m 
a positive integer. 
Proposition 3. If m is a complex constant such that Re (t-m)>O 
then 
( 2)1 (1 +cosh "P)Hm-n) . "' cosh (fJ + t)u pm.n(cosh •n) = - smhm1p J · 
" ' n 2m-nr(t-m) 0 (cosh 1p-cosh u)m+t 
( . 1 . cosh 1p-coshu) . F -C¥, n-m, 2 -m, 1 h du. +cos 1p 
( ll) 
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Proof. From [1, pg 270 {139)] we have 
(2)1 sinhm-zV' "' cosh(fJ+!)u (12) h-1(cosh 1p) = - f du. 
fJ n F(!-m+l) 0 (cosh1p-coshu)m+l-Z 
If we set z=cosh 1p and substitute (12) into {4) we obtain (11) after 
interchanging the summation and integration. 
The interchange is permissible since for 0 ~ u ~ 1p 
I cosh1p-coshu I < l. 1 +cosh 1p 
Remark 2. Formula (11) corresponds to Hobson's formula (12) 
when m=n. Formula (11) could also be derived from (5), but using the 
series simplifies the derivation. 
Remark 3. Many other representations for .Pz'·"(z) may be obtained 
using (4) and (5). In fact many of the integral representations of [1, 
chapter 5] may be generalized this way. 
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